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People give this bad reviews because you need to buy this before you're very far in the game so that you can enjoy it. I bought it
early. It adds a significant amount of content and fun to the game. Worth it if you enjoy the game and want to extend to middle
portion and make late game easier. Only complant- some items for the Pirate zone seem a little too strong.. An own series of
dungeons & quests. The theme is especially strong with this one, all that carribean pirate-stuff is well-executed.. Beating the last
boss of the main game finally gave me the gold I needed to unlock all of the tier 3 classes, but I learned the hard way that you
are not allowed to do ANY dungeons after the last boss. So I thought, hey, that's TERRIBLE game design, but at least I'll be able
to try out those cool new adventurer classes when I buy the DLC and continue my game in the new pirate area, right? WRONG!
Even after I bought this DLC, you are STILL not allowed to continue your game, because (due to terrible game design) Pirate
Cove was balanced to be played in the middle of the base game and it's a cakewalk if your guild is fully upgraded. So instead
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you basically start from a special "shortcut" (i.e. a save file provided by the devs) at the start of the jungle, with the entire first
row of upgrades as well as two tier-2 classes unlocked. Saved game incompatibility aside, the new monsters and loot don't seem
to add much to the game. The new Drunken Pirate class is boring - he's just a berserker who does high physical damage at the
cost of hurting himself. He can't do anything cool, like stun an enemy by ordering his (drunken?) parrot to go for the eyes or
smack them with his empty bottle of rum. (There is a "rum" ability, but it's a lame healing gimmick that just encourages you to
burst down pirates when they're low health). I haven't unlocked the other two classes (and I'm not going to, because I'm getting a
Steam refund for this before it's too late) but I hear that they're lame and underpowered.. I really like the base game, but there
are a few glaring issues. You 'need' to go back in order to play this if you've already cleared the vanilla game. If, like me, you
get this expansion so you could continue on the same save file, you will be disappointed as I was. Honestly, it's the one issue I
had with the base game and this DLC makes it worse by requiring you to start again for no reason that I can discern. It just
seems like needless padding to me. The 3 new classes are pretty gimmicky without being actually good imo. I still ended up
playing my favourites from the base game after trying the new characters out and finding them wanting. The new items and
cards were actually pretty fun and I think there may be some new music in here too so it isn't all bad. Can't recommend, as many
things as I love about the game in general, this DLC makes the lack of replayability all the more glaring for me.. Fun to play.
Worth the cost.. i like the gear but do i need to start a new game if i all ready be the jungle. I will tell this in few words:if you
like rogue likes with crazy amount of RNG i can recomende this game otherwise its can be flustrating because you can EASILY
die tons of times :/
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